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About This Content

This is the Cosplay Album for King Exit. Cosplayed by famous cosers in China. Please stay hydrated while you're at it!

This DLC includes:
✿ Louise: Cosplayed by「星之迟迟」
✿ Stialla: Cosplayed by「星之迟迟」

✿ Guine: Cosplayed by「樱花病少女」
✿ Samidare: Cosplayed by「Momoko葵葵」

✿ lexn: Cosplayed by「啾大貘王」
✿ rann: Cosplayed by「糖果果Candy」

✿ sene：由「Shika小鹿鹿」

Instructions:
This DLC will be automatically downloaded to the root folder of King Exit, all the pictures are in ultra-high resolution. The

photos of rann is not finished yet, we'll update it when it's finished.
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There's one monster. Level progression doesn't really follow any logical sequence a lot of the times so you end up having to wait
for hints. When you're not doing that you're walking back and forth to look at a piece of paper. A paper you will miss because
it's dark. It spooked me quite a few times early on but the spooks got really watered down when I just got a close look at the
main antagonist and realized that literally nothing else scary would come out of the game.

If you want to walk around and get startled by a door being banged on every fifteen minutes, I guess this game is for you. If it's
on sale for like 15% of the asking price.

Seriously get stoma or something, this game is♥♥♥♥♥♥. Ghouls. Funny little green ghouls. quot;iBomber Attack" is similar to
something you would have seen on a Flash games arcade site back in Flash Player's glory days and performs about as slowly in
fullscreen. Windowed mode makes the game run a lot more smoothly and even slightly faster, making the game a slight bit more
challenging... though it's easy to win no matter what (at least in the early levels). I quit after only a few minutes because the
game simply didn't hold my attention. The game mechanics weren't designed in favor of the AI, making you, the player, way too
overpowered. I also didn't like the theme or setting of the game, but that's most just personal preference. Overall, it's just too
boring to recommend at any price, but if you want something like this, you're not going to let me stop you.. Short. but lovely and
relaxing!. In a nutshell it's an FPS version of Sword of the Stars: The Pit. So far no game breaking glitches or anything,
randomly generated levels so it's roguelike. Feels like playing Sword of the Stars: The Pit just more immersive. It's fun.

**edit**

ran into a glitch where I got stuck in a door, can't get out, enemies can't attack me, nothing I can do

**edit**

The developers are very quick to fix game issues and the game is being updated very fast, so far it's my favorite game on steam
lately.

TL;DR:

this is the best game ever and i declare anyone who disagrees a dirty bolshevik. I have never played a city builder that was just
so indepth and this unique. Get it.. Would be fun but you need to grind or pay money to make anything cool. Just like any of this
dev's games.. The game doesnt work luckily I didnt bought it, my friend gave me a code so I downloaded it but it was not worth
downloading it even I got it for free

Edit: I forgot, the only thing that works is the uninstall
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I kept playing all over again.. This is still one of my favorite story games of all time. If you either:
A. Like Borderlands
B. Like Tell-Tale Games
or C. are a person
then this game is for you!. I hate this game. no wait. I love this game. First hour was painfully sweet. I failed a lot but it just kept
me going. Fail-Die-Repeat. The controls are pixel perfect. 12 bucks well spent, can't wait to play more of it. This is awesome!.
Bugs, certain parts don't work. For example the Alphabet Killer puzzle. When you complete the puzzle nothing happens. If you
go back to the main menu the puzzle resets. It doesn't seem to matter how many times you complete the puzzle the game won't
move forward. I can see the game has potential but I can't recommend it if it doesn't work properly.. Amazing adventure game..
Good episode. Waiting for the next one.. Always enjoy playing your little games, thanks yow.!
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